The Challenge

Today’s global organizations face an unprecedented volume and variety of communications data that legacy archives can’t handle. Channels like Microsoft Teams and Slack are fast overtaking email as the preferred tools for collaborating and conducting business. Email-based archives can’t preserve these communications in context. They weren’t built to scale and are stunting business productivity. You need an archive that can evolve with the changing communications and regulatory landscape, maintaining high performance regardless of how much data is ingested. Additionally, you need fast, reliable access to your archived data and the ability to leverage its business value.

The Solution

The Smarsh Enterprise Archive is specifically designed for today’s communications and positions your business for the future. Using modern, web-scale technologies, it can ingest, search and export your content orders of magnitude faster than legacy archives. All content is retained in full context, reducing review costs and increasing productivity. The Enterprise Archive is built to scale as your data volume grows, with no impact on platform performance. It can be hosted on your choice of leading cloud infrastructure providers almost anywhere in the world and is fully enabled to feed downstream applications.

Key Benefits

- Fast, consistent access to data
- Unmatched performance at scale
- Communications context preservation
- Improved review effectiveness
- Advanced, customizable policies
- Future-proof extensibility, with SDK and APIs
- No single point of failure
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Enabling the compliant use of today's communication channels for large, global organizations

**Key Use Cases**

**Meeting global regulatory requirements with ease**
Deployable worldwide, all content is retained securely in accordance with SEC, FINRA and other regulatory requirements as well as international GDPR privacy directives.

**Reducing the time, cost and complexity of e-discovery**
Consolidate the retention of data and streamline e-discovery workflows. Use one archive instead of many for your email, IM & collaboration, social, mobile text and voice content.

**Improving reviewer productivity**
All interactions are preserved as conversation threads, rather than as disjointed email messages. Reviewers can quickly and easily grasp the specific meaning of conversations or events, saving you review time, money and resources.

**Integrating with third-party tools**
The Enterprise Archive is fully extensible to third-party tools to surface surveillance analytics showing violation trends or identify high risk employees and their sentiments amongst other use cases.

**Supervising communications and reducing risk**
Purpose-built supervision workflows can be applied to 80+ communication channels in addition to custom content. Advanced policies help reviewers spot the real risk and filter out the noise.

**Providing employees with access to their personal data**
With the Personal Archive addition to the Enterprise Archive, you can empower your employees with fast access to their historical communications across all archived channels for increased productivity.

---

**Connected Capture**
Capture solutions across 80+ communication channels.

**Connected Archive**
Market-leading archiving solutions to meet distinct business needs.

**Connected Apps**
Seamlessly integrated solutions to enhance the value of your archive.

---
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